


In grade school, every one of my classrooms had an 
oversized wall calendar in it.  It was the type where every 
month screamed some form of color-coded theme, hoping 

to stimulate the minds of already over-stimulated children.

Red Hearts for February.  Green Clovers for March.  
Orange Pumpkins for October...

The month of September was an exception.
It had no theme and its 30-day grid was composed 

of an uninspiring, neutral grey.

I was Mr. September.



Being its representative, I strived to be “no one.” I made 
efforts to blend into my surroundings.  I struggled to 
disguise my existence in the minutiae of my reality.

It was a painful irony... 
The very thing that made 
me “plain,” also made me 
“strange.”  Eventually I 
concluded that blending 

in was nothing but a 
worthless pipedream...

Through conventional 
endeavors I sought 

ordinary acceptance.  And 
even though my days 

remained undecorated, 
I learned that my 

reputation could never be.

...and I in turn, could
not be Mr. September.



Yet later in life, through 
a series of unpredictable 
circumstances, I exploded 
with an ambitious albeit 

different solution.

I would no longer 
accept the world that 
would not accept my 
anonymity.  Instead, I 

would change it.

I would change the 
world before it

could change me.

Hey. Sleep well?

Okay! Okay! I gotta run, Don’t trash the place while I’m out.



Why can’t we see 
Mousey Marvin’s 
Magical Mystery?

Because Mousey Marvin’s Magical 
Mystery is a tool of the Devil and we 
cannot allow our pure, good-natured 

minds to be tainted by the evils of 
witchcraft and sorcery.

But... he’s magical... Celsius, people only use words like 
“magical” as a more convincing way to
say “harnessing the powers of eternal 

hellfire and damnation.”  Ohhhh... I guess
it is hard to accept that Mousey Marvin,

the beloved children’s cartoon, is in
league with Satan. Besides...



...it’s rare to find a
film with this much
decency anymore.

Hmmm, we shouldn’t sit up front because it might
get a little too exciting...  And we definitely shouldn’t 
sit in back because that’s where all those dirty high 

school kids do their fornicating.  Then again, we really 
shouldn’t sit in the middle bec–

Kelvin! Look! It’s Fahrenheit!



GAHG!  Celsius!  You 
scared the fuck

out of me!!!

What’s “fuck”?

Um, it... uhh... Celsius... you’re 22... It means uh... “stuff”.

Well, we’re surprised to see you too!

Not that you would care, but I’m here to
write a review for work.  Are you two seriously 
going to watch this movie?  You aren’t planning 
to sit next to me are you?  Maybe you are in the 
wrong theatre?  Wait... Do you realize that you 

are inside a movie theatre?



NO MORE PREVIEW.
To read more, you need to purchase Lackluster World #2.

To do so, visit the Lackluster World website or tell your local
comic retailer to order it for you.

www.lacklusterworld.com

http://www.lacklusterworld.com/

